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THE PROMOTION OP CORRESPONDENCE EDUCATE)

I shall not take up your valuable time with an argument

about the first system of education by correspondence in the world*

There still exist wags who, when speaking abuut the development of

education by correspondence, begin by recounting historical tales

of some 2,000 years ago. Such tales from ancient history are. ..

certainly pleasant but they should by no means always be taken

seriously. Did not Voltaire refer to history as "immense archives

of. falsehood and a little truth"!. I would say that we have more

than enough of the lies which, particularly in the field of education

by correspondence, are.dished up to us in this day and age. ,

Education by correspondence began barely one hundred years

ago, on a very small and very primitive scale. It was usually

operated by one single man who was knowledgeable in a given field

.and who wished to pass on this knowledge generally in order to make

a living, to those who needed it. Such characters were to be found

in many countries. The more gifted of them, and especially those

who had a talent for organization, set up the first' education by

correspondence establishments. For, make no mistake, an education

by correspondence establishment is based mainly on perfect organization!

organization naturally aimed at providing the greatest possible

educational achievement. No-./ how did the initiative of the pioneers

of educations by correspondence take root and through which forces in

our society has it managed to develop to such an extent that riow-a-d&ys

there are education by correspondence institutions which have grown

into organizations with hundreds of employees and teachers organisations

which have become.ah indispensable sector in the aggregate educational

system itself in the main countries throughout the world.

—'By Isaac J. Sloos
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There ;are,two completely'different foundations on which

education "by correspondence is based and from which it developed.

I can outline this best by making a comparison between the evolution

of correspondence by education in The Netherlands and that in Sweden.

"The origin of education by correspondence in The Netherlands

is different from that in Sweden, which large in area :. as it is

arid with a small number of inhabitants experienced difficulties

in providing sufficient oral education everywhere. ■ Correspondence

education had to function there as a substitute for normal oral

education. For children in The Netherlands, a small area with a

high population density, everypart of the country was within easy

resell for formal education. This. situation, wide-spread good

school education, formed an excellent foundation on which education

by correspondence could, right from the start, find full scope at a

higher level, and correspondence education was able to develop in

The Netherlands, by the side of oral education, also for adults. In

The Netherlands correspondence education is\practically not used for

school-children. Right from the beginning it was especially

meant for adults, who did not want to go back again to the school-bench.

Dutch education by correspondence, had it a chance of existence at all,

immediately had to offer an educational programme at such a level of

presentation and of such quality that it could show the same or even

better results than oral education. In The Netherlands there are

between high-school and university a number of official examinations

. for many different subjects. The Dutch correspondence education

had, as it were from the beginning, a status and recognition of its

owns and in this way Dutch correspondence education became the cradle

of modern education hy correspondence.

What are described in recent publications as being the Latest

developments of correspondence" education in Sweden,; for example

teaching teachers for a higher degree, are things which have been

in 'existence in The Netherlands for many, .many years. _ _ This_ can only

be accounted for by the fact that Swedish correspondence education in

origin was mainly-used as substituti^nal school education, whereas

the Dutch form of correspondence education has for dosens of years
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confined itself solely to adult education,-for- some of it.s.-.bo.urses

of a level even that can bev compared with that of university-

educations.

As in so many fields, World War II "brought abuut a veritable

revolution with respect to correspondence education. There came a

time when everyone had a well paid job and thus had the necessary

money for spending on his further education. Many new study subjects

sprang up. Society needed more and more specialized men. Extra

schooling and up-dating of knowledge previuusly acquired were demanded

of anyone wishing to enter this society with its high salaries.

The so-called "permanent education" was the general tone. However,

the man of the post-World War period landed, through all kinds of

circumstances, into a nerve-racking world, and he was drained of a

great deal of energy before reaching his increasingly'remote dwelling

at the end of his working day. No longer was it possible to produce

the time, inclination and energy to take part in the evening classes,

insofar as these were at that time able to satisfy the requirements

which differed so much from those of to-day. An appeal-was therefore

made to education by correspondence in order to meet the greatly

increased need for further schooling.

The number of correspondence courses given in Europe (and by

course we mean a complete training course for a given profession

or special vocational proficiency) can be-put at 600. The same type

of training methods are of course known under different names in

different, countries. As regards the main lines, however, the drift of

the training is equivalent.

There is no duubt that the number of correspondence courses

will increase in the foreseeable future and reach a much higher

number than at present. Especially if through international

co-operation the enormous costs involved in the organization:of

correspondence courses can be spread over a*-large number of interested

parties. Industry, which demands more and more specializations, will

prosper thanks to such development of education by correspondence.
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Development of Study Guide

The great rush to take.part in education by correspondence

has provided the bona fide establishments with the means for further

extending their educational facilities. This rush has, however,

afforded an opportunity to a number of adventurers, or call them

what you will, of throwing themselves onto the community with the

offer of education by correspondence, with the object of making

as much money as possible. For them education was a means and not

an end,.let alone a vocation. There are even people who look

.upon the whole ;worl;4 as a hunting ground wi.th the chance of getting

a wealth of financial loot, and whose snare is education by

correspondence. I see in this an occasion for sounding the alarm

with an eye on the good evolution of education by correspondence.

The more correspondence education, as a result of the changing

industrial economic conditions, is removed from its original narrow

sphere of a sort of one-man initiative and operation, and the more

too, and this particularly, /correspondence education turns aside from ,

over-commercialization, the more does its field of action expand.

The position'to-day is that even fields closely related to the medical

sciences (the so-called para-medical professions) are mastered by

correspondence education under the auspices and with the co-operation

of official medical organizations.

Incidentally, and this holds good for the total picture of modern

education by correspondence, to the latter are added the. necessary

practical lessons in laboratories and other practical facilities.

But whatever the eitent of this addition, that does not alte_r the

...fact that correspondence education is making its way with success,

and with the approval of the authorities in charge, in fields where

previously altogether closed to this form of education. Improved

organization of correspondence education and the utilization of newer

didactic insight have done their work, and done it well.
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For all training and teaching is at the same time education

and upbringing, correspondence education must therefore direct

a great deal of attention to the interhuman relationship evoked

by this type of education. It is there that person meets person - on

the one hand by writing a lesson and receiving it, on the other by

sending in completed assignments and lessons. In this way a new

relationship which previously did not exist is entered into between

teacher and student.

The student's pattern of life enters into a new relationship,

both with the teacher and with the subject .matter- The correct

proportions in the triangle teacher-student-subject matter must

evolve, so that the student will be able to attain a maximum

effect with the results of his learning. The teacher must experience

that this maximum result for his student is made possible by his

didactic insight. Only then will both parties experience the joy.

of their work. This joy, onoe again in the category of interhuman

relations, is enriched by mutual appreciation. The student is

brought to realize that the teacher gave the best he had to lead him,

the student, to a broader knowledge, a deeper understanding and a

greater wisdom. The teacher gains appreciation, for that which the

student,. often under difficult circumstances, has achieved.

Humanly speaking,.one of the highlights of education may be found

in this mutual appreciation. In this way education, and more

specifically correspondence education can expand and develop to the

highest level.

Obviously, to give sound correspondence education as intended

here, there must be the necessary competent teachers, capable in their

subject; teachers who at the same time have the ability of imparting

education to each pupil individually. The qualification of the teacher

in correspondence education must meet the curriculum requirements and

be up to the level uf the training selected. It must conform to the

specific qualifications which are required for training in oral

education. On the part' of the correspondence school concerned, there

must be continuous and effective control over its teaching staff.
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■ „ Besides the aspect of education, there is, and this also

applies particularly'to education by correspondence, the important

aspect of information. It would take me too far to talk about

the shifts noted in the education of; to-day. ,In the sense that the

educative element assumes an informative character much more than

previously, while,- information will assume more an educative or a

morally and socially oriented character. '

The,question of information and ethi-cs is an extremely

commanding question, and one of which we have possibly not been

sufficiently; aware> -With regard to informatiu.n;, we., only begin

with the alarmingly far-reaching problems which lie in the influencing

of others. When, for instance, in correspondence education

commercial forces.set the tone, there is no longer any question of

personal forces which are built into personal and moral responsibility^

Consequently, it is not possible to separate .preliminary information

for the pupils from the actual education and to .define the latter

by other ethics .than those on which the education is based.

Therefore this preliminary information must be given

objectively by means of written documentation giving accurate and

clear information about the curriculum, the level and the duration

of the training concerned as well as the further education which the

pupil must have in order to be able1 to follow up with success the course

and.the financial obligatiuns he has entered into when entering his

name. ' ■ ' " ..-■■■

Now that correspondence education is generally applied and

consequently more and more accepted-as an essential segment in the

educational system as a whole, and now that there are more and more

points of contacts with oral educatiun,"it is as it were, obvious

that attempts are being made to bridge over the two methods/of

education, the often oversharp contrasts thus gradually becoming

blurred. This acquired insight has possibilities of leading to a

big increase in education by correspondence. The existence of a

number of exclusively oral education schools with the classrooms

and all the instruments involved provides' the machinery for enabling

pupils who have registered for correspondence courses to complete
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their correspondence education and studies or to have them tested.

Part of the correspondence education should always be completed

by,practical training such as in the field of technical science and

chemistry. Thus modern correspondence education, and here I refer

to correspondence education which operates in its own organization

with additional prauxicai courses or through co-operation with.

opportunities for practical training, opens the way to unknown

possibilities. Already there exist training courses for professions,

I have already pointed this out earlier on, which had previously

been considered impossible in the form of correspondence education.

A striking example of this, among others.of the same nature moreover,

is the existing correspondence education in The Netherlands for

chemists1, assistants, a form of training which, from the very

nature of the profession, must be carried out with the maximum care.

Correspondence courses are organized for this branch for people

who at the same time are employed as a budding force in practice,

the chemist or a leading assistant keeping an eye on the progress

of the trainee-assistant-chemist who is taking a correspondence

course.. There are countless such possibilities, and there are

already many correspondence courses producing excellent results

based on simultaneous practical employment.

J .

Considerations in Advertizing Courses

Publicity is used for all sort of goods. In many cases there

are products whicli ca:-jnut ^o proved on the spot as, for instance,

patent medicines or education, and it is alas in these very Sectors

that one still meets the negative facts of advertising.

rIn my opinion a publicity agency should, in as far as possibly

get to know more about the product it has been asked to advertise;

endeavour to find out whether this has any actual value, and not

be led into increasing the sale of goods for the sole purpose of

taking in future buyers, .
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The publicity man is bound to honour the slogan "Truth in

advertising" and I am of the opinion that he should thoroughly

realize for what type of product he is designing his campaign.

He will have to be more careful in his praises of one product than of

the other. An advertising campaign for a Volkswagen, regardless of any

desires fostered by a text; writer, is relatively harmless because

the potential buyer is able to decide during the first trial run

that it is a small and out-dated car with a somewhat noisy engine.

On the other hand, the same potential buyer can see for himself that

his next door neighbour has done more than 225,000 km in his

Volkswagen and in this way is able to form a reasonable idea of its

roadworthiness and durability.

The situation, however, differs in the case of products where

instant.evaluation is a near impossibility such as, for instance,

patent medicines, air travel and education. An exaggerated advertising

campaign for certain patent medicines could prove exceptionally

dangerous to public health. Most Governments have recognised

this and set up controlling bodies which strictly supervise the

publicity activities of patent medicine manufacturers. The same

applied to correspondence courses and even though a bad buy would not

result in bodily harm, it would cause pyschological damage and

certainly not in the last instance an often sizeable financial loss.

In the case of the publicity made for education by

correspondence two important facts stand out in connection with the

ethical aspect. In the first instance the arguments used to

attract the attention of those interested in this type of education.

How often is the higher income bracket referred to which is

supposedly attainable jif+.e:? following a correspondence course'.

And even disregarding"the fact that this is not necessarily always

the case, there remains the question o'f whether it is correct to

appeal only to the material instincts in people1. I feel for instance

that when advertising correspondence courses it would be far more

correct to emphasize one of its outright functions such as that of

furthering one's education.
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■'•■■'! It is* moreover, of essential importance that" publicity made in

the best interests of education by correspondence in particular,

be'entirely in accordance'1 with" the actual facts. Flattered :

assertions concerning1 the 'results of the course, the worth" of

the certificates obtainable or the future possibilities available

can be': extremely damaging. ■•■.-.

Correspondence schools often hold out great prospects of

success at examinations, if only such and such course is taken.

Ihgeneral (and these allegations are always made in general).such

publicity-is deceptive. In some cases letters are published •'

as coming from grateful old students who have been highly

successful but often these pupils turn out to be only"imaginary.'

Another course often pursued is that the school makes a great

show of a strikingly successful (and real) old student, and suggests

that this success is but a normal result of the lessons. This

■ kind-'of- propaganda never states the real number of registrations

and how many people really have^achieved success. Such propaganda

is mostly based on misleading suggestions. Staggering figures are

unknown..^ There is, for instance, a school somewhere in the world

which advertises widely its secondary school education-. : Out of the

^. stiudents registered in 1961,. only. thirty had.-passed the

certificate, in. 1.967, though.t^eir.propaganda, suggests quite

differently. Another institute stated in 1964 that•it- had.over

20,000 students .registered for its engineering, training.. Not. even

one hundred., however, have successfully passed but /this .is not made

known. - . ....

Another-malpractice is that the correspondence school advertises

a lottery with prizes of great value.

Everybody who applies for a free prospectus together with a

free trial lesson automatically becomes an entrant for this lottery

and has a chance to win a valuable prize for nothing. The

propaganda is bombastic and strident which results in a great many

applications for free lessons including many from people who are
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not in the least interested in the course applied for, but only

in their free lottery ticket. However, the entrants must agree

to the stipulation laid down on.a coupon which has to be sent in

\ that, if they do not send back their trial.lessons, and.by

registered post at that, within a1fortnight after receipt, they

are considered to be registered for the whole of the course they were

asking information about. .

Many people who applied for this trial'lesson because of the

tempting lottery ticket simply forget all- about sending back the

trial lesson.. Others,.not familiar with the postal procedures,,

do the wrong things, so that they still end up in" the collecting

department of the school concerned. Apart from the disreputable

way in which people are recruited here, it will be clear that--

they are registered for the various courses without any preceding

investigation whatsoever into their preliminary training or abilities.

The legal construction which must be placed on offers of this

kind inevitably entails payment on the part of the applicants

and the judge will in most cases be absolutely powerless against

■ these practices. The use of lotteries of this kind is by no ,

means rare. ' ' ' ■

But the most objectionable system adopted in the recruiting

of pupils for correspondence courses is that applied by institutes

which employ a whole army of travelling salesmen working on

commission whose job ±t is to visit persons interested in an

advertised course, and try to get as many people as possible

enrolled for some course or other (in its entirety1.). Such

travelling salesmen are often called study-advisers, but that is

only camouflage. These.so-called study-advisers are just travelling

salesmen, not very different from the common hawker, and their pay

depends on the number of students they can get. Needless, to say,

this practice.can be just a form of extortion of enrolments.

The institutes employing travellers offer all kinds of shuffling

excuses to camouflage the way in which their organization really works

One of them, for instance, says that their travellers/advisers

receive a sufficient and fixed salary, so that they need not depend
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on commissions based on enrolements. However, in their contract

the following stipulation is found:

"The present contract has "been entered into for an

indefinite time, it being understood that the first

two months are toibe considered probationary for each

of the parties. During this period the contract can

be annulled at any time and by either of the parties.

A worked in "study—adviser" is expected:

1. to conclude at least twelve contracts each month;

2. to conclude at least ten valid contracts for each

hundred, people visited on the basis of addresses

provided by the institute.,

A study-adviser is considered to be worked in. after

an initial "theoretical and practical training, followed

"by at least two retrainings given by the responsible

district manager or .his substitute.

Non-fulfilment of the standards is a reason to

discharge the "study-adviser" ".

Unfortunately the travelling salesmen system is applied more

and more all over the world. This is a danger to the healthy

development of education by correspondence and the bona fide

institutes reject this system as unethical- It is imperative

for good correspondence education to enlighten the prospective

students properly. It needs but little imagination to realize

what kind of information will be given by the traveller who is
■■.■■■ /

forced to reach his quota by hook or by crook.

An extremely dubious side issue of the activities of the

travelling salesmen in this field is that the students enrolled

via these, persons, are almost always tied down to a complete - and

often expensive - course. If it turns out that the course in

question is unsuitable for the student,- or if he is provented by

circumstances from continuing his study, he is nevertheless
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obliged to pay the full sum, even though the course might take

years. This is one of the conditions which enable the institute

to build up a strong salesmen's organization, for,the salesman

on his part must be allowed to draw a handsome commission. J

This will only be possible if he is in a position to conclude

a' highly profitable contract. — ' ' ■ '■ *

/A similarly evil practice is that the institute holds out

prospects of lucrative employment to anybody who completes

.a certain course, prospects which will probably prove illusory,

at least via this special course. Some institutes go to great

lengths with their pretentions. They make believe that jobs

are to be had for the asking for anybody taking such and such

a course (which is not true, of course) and that at salaries

which are in reality only to be had by a few prominent people

in this particular vocational group,

A serious evil is also that many institutes pretend that the

prospectuses and trial lessens offeredby them are presents.

The word "present" is then strongly emphasised "but the meaning

of this remains obscure to the general public. Not so to the

institute who knows that it is entirely a question of false

publicity once more. So-called gift coupons are added to the

advertisements on which the prospective students have to apply

for their "present". Money values are ascribed-to these coupons

because the institutes hope the public will be persuaded in this

way to apply forvsome course or other. If this actually happens,

the name of the applicant is passed on to the commercial traveller

who transforms the innocent applicant into a registered student

who has signed a contract which is designed to make him perform

financially for the benefit of•the institute.
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Some schools-advertise that a student is only registered

if he has.shown;sufficient talent and this is judged by a free test.

The test is often inadequate.in that it does not meet the need of

the student's guidance but the propsective pupil, proud of the

"priiise'i is eager to be regictered especially if he-receives

farther flattery from.the commercial traveller.

■.-■<■ . ■• ' r' -

I.believe .that the examples given here will suffice, and the

extent.to which these practices occur is simply alarming. It is,

of course, a fact that the situation in one country may be better

than in another,, .but malpractices are to be found everywhere. The

harm done to a country by this wild form of private enterprise

in .adult education is enormous. , Not only are the. bona; fide institutes

seriously.;.damaged in .their heal.thy development, so" that they find

themselves forced to restrict their public services unnecessarily,

but the less reputable institutes also lead people who are willing

and eager to learn along the; wrong track,, on" which;, many come to

grief/ They may also destroy the eagerness for study of many of the

best potential students, and this ap^.rt from the financial loss which

they occasion.

All 6£ •thi's-als-o- emphasises'■-that- the publicity-given' to education

should be entirely bona fide and reliable, and may not raise false

hope. ' : ' '

Those who have been enticed by. spurious advertising to follow

courses for which they are really totally unsuited will probably

refrain from following, any further courses with all the accompanying

disastrous results. These symptoms which I have just mentioned

occur in the case of education by correspondence and this particular

type of education which could play an important part in the future,

and according to predictions, continually expanding need for education,
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In this connection I feel I must cite from a quotation

made by Lyndon B. Johnson, ex President of the United States,

to the National Home Study Council of America:

"Home study courses enrich the lives of Americans of all

ages. They enable moru and more of our people to fulfil

a more meaningful .role in the occupational life of our

land. This administration has a determined commitment

to broaden the educational opportunity of every citizen.

Through home study this commitment is substantially

advanced and American education is well served".

This can be supplemented by mony more. While speaking on

correspondence education at the installation of the Supervisory

Commission for Education by Correspondence the Dutch Education

Ministry's Secretary of State also mentioned that:

"Education by. correspondence is increasing.", in scope and

significance. For many it is the only possible form of

further vocational training. It is available at various

levels, covers practically all branches of trade and

industry, and reaches our countrymen in distant lands".

The Role, of National and International Associations

of Correspondence Schools

Here I enter the field with the many false facades; facades

behind which is nothing1. I enter the land of window-dressing

where talented and cultured persons sell their soul for a few

pieces of silver. In October 1970 I wrote in the International

Bulletin of LOI under the title " "Flying false colours" the

following:

( "Science is for one a heavenly God, for the

V other a fine cow producing creamy butter"

The group endeavouring to scientifically solve the problems

encompassing correspondence education is as yet but a small one.

As well as the few who are well spoken of in this connection and who

command respect for their objective attitude, are also those who ■
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roam the' pedagogic world, as adventurers anxious only to.find

the lucrative butter producing cow'- .. . .

This type of scientific practitioner is by no means' attractive

to society in general. They adorn themselves or permit that they

be ac j.rned in propaganda pa: phlets with their distinguished

scientific titles, suggesting in this way to all and sundry that the

establishment- for which they ..are "on" display" is; one to.be relied

upon. -Payment, for these "scientific" assistants, top..often "foul"

play ■(considering what is actually achieved), is in most, cases

exhor-tiitant. Their achievement consists only too often of granting

permission to use name.and..title (especially this, latter) on a

■miscellany of. propaganda material - they are no. more.than help'ers in

■facade-buildingV All right-minded persons who are insiders in this

profession.arrive-at the local conclusion that in, such;, cases the

question arises..of a flag concealing false cargo. This, however,

is not so in the case of the layman;, he simply tumbles into the

trap of this ancient hoax. ■ , . .

the creamy-butter-huntingscientist confined himself

solely to doing nothing at all he would harm society as an accomplice

to an humbug, and thus to deception; but things worsen considerably

when scientists lend themselves to peddling theories aimed directly
■'"..'. ■' .'.-'•'■■''■ s ~ ■ ■ ■ .<"'■'.

at the defence of malafide practices.-.

Just one instance: , ■ . •

'' vlt^is said., that the etnics of-the1 presentation.of education

do.; not require:the1 attention presently being accorded in circles

of, inmy: opinion' bona fide, correspondence education organizations,

but that:these organizations would do better to focus their attention

on the"didactics.of correspondence education. >Those whorknow

these proclaimers - and- I know them from start, to, finish1, know that

this, theory originates with those establishments in favour of

"hard1:1 selling" tactic& with all the. relative consequences such as

employment of salesmen and long term contracts1with-students. The

deception in the., foregoing .theory is that' there can be no question

of diverting attention from, one-to the other; An. "attention diversion"
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from the, actual evil in correspondence education must never.

"be permitted. Who would dare to. assert that giving false information

to a potential student must not "be reckoned as a social crime

and can thus hardly be considered in conformity with responsible

pedagogy or even didactics?

There are many national organizations of correspondence

schools throughout the'world. Some .countries1.1 even have two or

three", but a good part of them must be dismissed since they are

'solely to be able to swindle the public even more efficiently.

A great deal of publicity will be made with respect to them in the

future so that the world may know what their real meaning is, namely

nothing, and in fact less than nothing. Their only purpose is to

promote fraud. If we want to expel the malpractices in correspondence

education, we shall need good working supervisory organs/

When judging the merits of any supervisory organ (whether state

organized or private) the most important thing to know is whether

the regulations are truly observed, and that sanctions are indeed

put into effect.

It is not very difficult to lay down rules or to enact

stringent laws; it is another thing to influence the course

of affairs in such a way that the objective of these rules will be

attained and this applies to state legislation as well as to rules

by private organs.

Although it is a fact that' the matter to be controlled

(publicity regarding education,.contents of courses, etc.) results

from human activities and canno.t! be weighed precisely in.the balance;

it must still be possible to drive out with suitable rules all that

is self-evidently bad, so that what remains wil,l range from excellent

to good. It will therefore be necessary to allow, within reasonable

limits, for variations of quality. Rules established through

private initiative generally become -less-.effective as the authority

of the various member' institutes within the controlling.organ

becomes, greater - because often the tendency then is for the

limits to become too wide.1 " -: ■ ■
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A private.supervisory organ, therefore, in which the

institutes under its control have any real say, will only "be i

acceptable as an'interim organization, as the precursor to an

p. organization in vrhicti the institutes to "be controlled have no voice

' or p'-^er. This is because 'n private organizations, however well-

intentioned and weil-^run they may be, all sorts of personal

considerations a:;d interests may impede, the. objeotive enforcement

of a set .of ru.TtfS. It is, for instance a fact that when the private

supervisory organ is dependent on financial contributions.from

'- the 'institutes to "be controlled, its effectiveness is liable

to be extremely questionable. ■

" Meanwhile, experienoe has also shown that a supervisory

organ set up by the state and arising from the~ experiences

of a preceding private organization will prove to be -the most

effective means of solving the problems posed. : ■

.Supervision of education by correspondence will mean

nothing and had consequently better not come about at all,

if it is not enforced strictly. Keeping up pretences would

even work negatively, since the schools would then have even

stronger arguments to induce people to enrol for their courses if

they were able to prove that they were checked by a supervisory

body- This check would not mean a thing in that case and the

deceit would be cumulative - 'This goes both for ineffectual state

and .rivate regulations. S..\ch controls might still be based

on ideal principles and they might lead in the end to good results*

The case would, however, be quite different if supervisory

organizations were created with the deliberate intention of being

purely beautiful facades for one or more institutes for education

by correspondence. They might suggest- in the most florid phrases that

the schools were inspected by a supervisory body, which was in fact

nothing but a sham. This spectaole is often-presented by schools

which do not get the chance of joining any bona fide organization or

are threatened with expulsion from one because they will not or

cannot fulfil conditions which have been necessarily-made more onerous--
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Most of these organizations are national. There are also a

few. which call themselves European and one of their traits is that

they choose, in their attempts to be taken seriously, names which

show close resemblance to organizations which have gained good

reputations in.other parts of the world.
■■,'*■ ■ ■ ' i ■ ■ t '

■'•■■ I-think it advisable-that'organizations which: ;set'themselves

up as' controlling' bodies for■correspondence schools' should only

be;recognized;by the: authorities (for instance in connection with

approval of the articles of association presented;' by? them) if the

supervision as suggested' by .these bodies is really'effective and ,

possible, bearing in mind the. design and organization of the

controlling body. They would further need to prove that they are

not duplicates of already existing organizations and weaker ones at

that. Refusal of the right to act as a legal person could easily

"be argued by declaring the set-up of such an organization as being .

contrary to interests of the community. I believe that the private

controlling bodies presenting themselves are as much of a problem

in' the complex world of education by correspondence as the

correspondence schools themselves. If there is already an

organization in some, country or international community designed

for- the elevation of the ethical levels of education by correspondence;

and another competing organization also presents itself, then it is

iime to hoist the red flag, for the danger'of camouflaged deceit

is near." "■ " ' "; ■

There are already European countries where the governments

have started on the organization of official supervisory bodies.

In all these countries correspondence education is developing to a

high level of ethics and effectivity. All this very.much to the

benefit of the educational organizations themselves, of course, but

also, and to a high degree, to that of the persons^ who are in need

of education.
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Since 1962 the "European Council for Education by

Correspondence" (CEC) has been active in.Europe. This organization

has,' in its relatively brief period- of existence, managed to make a

considerable contribution towards the raise of the status of education

by correspondence. At its annual meeting in Barcelona, in 1967»

the CEC managed to achieve more stringent regulations for its

Code of Ethics; a statutory prohibition was, for instance,

instituted'for the member schools to use commercial travellers

working on a commission base. This.resolution has brought great

satisfaction at least to all those who mean well with education by

correspondence, among which, it goes without saying, all those

who act in an executive capacity for correspondence education.

The annual meeting of 1968 of the CEC, held in Copenhagen, has

clearly underlined and upheld the Barcelona resolution.

The first impetus given to-the creation of a new institution,

the "European Home Study Council" as it was called (apparently to

create associations with the reputable American "National Home

Study Council", an institution of long standing) came from a few

CEC members who could not or would not accept prohibition of

commercial travellers working on a commission base. Other motives

may also have played a part or have been brought up as an argument;

whatever the case may be, the fact is that the prohibition to use

travellers has been cause for an aside: the code of ethics of the

organization proves as much, since it allows members to use

commercial travellers.

I said so before ; education by correspondence is gaining

ground quickly in_Europe; it is better and better able to carry

out its social task. Vie know, and how shouldn't we in a

socio-politically minded'continent as we ares the real value here

of the world "progressive" - which the EHSC has taken up in its

banner - especially where so social an affair as education is

concerned.
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This word will not easily, b.e -held, up falsely to the public.

It is, therefore, very surprising indeed that, an organization which

pretends to be progressive should \even consider.using commercial

travellers to crimp students for a correspondence school a socially

justifiable and consequently progressive .activity. Every.person

who knows something about education by■correspondence and who may

be considered;bona- fide will surely only-.speak of this method of

1 using commercial-travellers as-of a grave social fester.

In connection with the wide field covered by international

organizations it is practically impossible to make clear to the

general public and even, to .the' authorities, the difference between

one organization and another. Thus the need has arisen to have

original regulations designed by private initiative put -into effect

by a body formed'by the State or by personalities forming part of

their respective legislative bodies.

No nation stands alone today1. And especially in Europe where

a powerful effort is being made on all sides to combine respective

national resources, the problem of co-ordinating regulations in respect

of education by correspondence is of current significance. It would,

furthermore, be inappropriate, and even impossible, for a purely

private organization to initiate, as well as put. into operation, the

requirements of an international community.

The idea for th,e Council for the Promotion of Education by

Correspondence (Conseil pour la Promotion de I1Enseignement par

Correspondance) (COPEC) was formed within a small group. They

considered the great progress being made in correspondence education,

and measures w::ich could be taken to point the way for private

initiative - the coiner stone of education by correspondence -

and how to keep it on the right lines. They considered especially

the fact that fragmentation is hampering the growth of an efficient

European organization, is retarding its development and causing

confusion among the greater portion of the public not familiar with

correspondence education. They considered also the fact that a
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certain lack of ethical standards has been known in the wide

field of educational needs for adults. Some of those, therefore,

interested in the present development, of education by correspondence

decided to found a European organization of a- type that would not

. bo hampered in its growth by the factors mentioned. And on

-September 27th 1968, the "Conseil:. pour la Promotion de I1 Enseignement

par Correspondance" (CCPKC),. an organization for the advancement of

accreditation of education by correspondence and the co-ordination

. of the inspection of this form of education was founded in Strasbourg,

. ■ The Executive Committee was as follows: v

Dr. WillemJ. SCHUIJT, M.A." (President), Member of the

. European Parliament ,■ Member of the Lower House of .the States General

(The Netherlands).. . . ' '

Jean BERTEOIN, Liberal Party Member in the European Parliament.

Mr. Berthoin, who was President of the Tenth General Meeting of

UNESCO, has held many positions and was Minister of Education from

1954-1956 and 1958-1959 so that he is well acquainted with education

in France.

tfilhelm DROSCHER, Socialist Party Member, of the European

Parliament. Mr. Droscher, who was born in 1920, is Vice President

of the SPD for Rheinland-Hessen-Nassau electorate in Koblenz, and

Burgomaster^ of Kirnland. He is also a Member of the Executive

Committee of the German Association for People's Colleges and

Vice-President of the Association for People's Colleges of

Rheinland-Pfalz. ,

Anthony KERSHAW,M.C., M.P., Member of the Lower House and

sometime U.K. delegate to the Council of Europe.

Mario PEDIFI, Christian. Democrat Member of the' European

Parliament. Mr. Pedini is a Doctor", of Philosophy and of Law,

and President of the National Union :for Technical and Professional

Training. Within the1 Cultural Committee of the European Parliament

Mr. Pedini has been able to do a great deal for European universities.

■ \
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Dr. Gaston THURN,' was a Liberal Party Member- of the European

Parliament and President of its "Committee for.Co-operation with

Developing Countries". Born in Luxembourg in 1928, Mr. Thorn

is a Doctor of Law and President of the Democratic Party, as well as

President of the "Club des Amis de l'UNESCO du Grarid-Duche". From

1961-1964 :Mr. Thorn was alderman of the City of Luxembourg,

. Dr. Leon-Eli TKOCLBT, Socialist Party Member and. President

of the Social Committee of the European Parliament. Mr. Troclet,

who was born in 1902 at Liege, is a Doctor of Law, Professor at the

University of Brussels» and former Minister of Social Affairs and

later of Economic Affairs. , ■

This committee will be supplemented at a later date with

authorities from other European countries. I myself was appointed

Secretary General and it is intended that this position in the

Executive Committee be solelyradvisory.

Characteristic of the COPEC is: ■ •

- Members of the Executive Committee are highly- placed

educational experts, not associated-with any correspondence

experts, not associated with any correspondence school and

holding prominent positions in the legislative organization

of their country.

- There is an Advisory Committee comprising delegates from

.. .the various European Ministries of Education (or from that

Department under whose jurisdiction, education by .correspondence

falls), and leaders of correspondence schools.

1

The basics of.the COPEC are: " : :

(a) Correspondence schools of each country-will come under

the inspeotioh of their own'national organization, and

only: this organization as such can be affiliated with the

COPEC and not the correspondence schools independently.
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(b) All correspondence schools" in' Europe accredited with their

: . respective national organization may thus receive benefits

of this international organization. * .

(c) The COPEC will give accreditation to a national

organization if its code of ethics is approved by the

executive committee of the COPEC.

(d) All affiliated national organizations of correspondence

schools are required to report once each year to the

COPBC as to their controlling the activities of their

members. In order to promote the co-ordination of

■ ' inspection of education by correspondence all reports,

i- together with a report of the Executive Committee will be

forwarded annually to all affiliated bodies.. In this

way each organization becomes acquainted.with the

problems experienced by other member bodies.

(e) The COPEC will undertake various secondary activities,

i.e. research, documentation, etc.

The council will prove to be of great significance to the

entire field of education by correspondence, and perhaps more

especially for the smaller schools which might find joining an

international organization somewhat of a financial problem.

The COPEC is a tremendous step forward - a step which

was able to be taken in a relatively short time, thanks to

experience gained in the past years. The contacts which will

undoubtedly be made in the new organization among persons from

political fields and official activities, and those connected in

a practical way with.the world of education by correspondence,

will ccntribute to better recognition for the work of correspondence

schools, and especially in those circles where so much of the future

of our work will be decided.
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Flexible contact with -the press will prove "beneficial

and of inestimable value to our. work. The element of prestige

in the new European organization .w;ill also prove to "be a factor of

great support for the reputation of education by correspondence

in general, . .

I have confined myself here tor European organizations,

but the. basic principles which I have mentioned naturally apply to

all national and international organizations in the field of

education by correspondence.

- The shortage of educational opportunities after school leaving

is an oppressive problem everywhere in the world. Education by
i

correspondence can do much towards overcoming this shortage. If the

development of correspondence education is hampered by certain

practices of some over-comiiiercialized schools, important life

forces of our community will be inhibited. Many people who are

already absorbed in the industrial process - people who devote a

great deal of energy in their spare time to seeking means of doing

their job better - are currently being victimized by these schools.

A social problem of enormous size is involved infthe check

on education; by correspondence. Anyone at all abreast of the

social developments of our present society will know that tthe social

welfare service has expanded everywhere since the second world war.

They will also .understand that education by correspondence could not

remain unaffected by this development and had to adapt its attitude

to the requirements of time.


